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Nightwork

2013-04-16

new york times bestseller the story of a down on his luck desk clerk a con man and a fortune from the

author of rich man poor man pilot douglas grimes s best days are long behind him grounded due to a

medical condition grimes has resigned himself to working nights at a seedy hotel but his fortune flips

when he discovers a guest dead from a heart attack and next to him a tube jammed with a fortune in cold

hard cash grimes grabs the money and with it the chance to remake his life then in europe he meets

miles fabian an elegant and erudite con man with a flair for extravagance fabian recruits grimes for his

latest ploy robbing members of the idle rich but when the fun ends and his bad behavior catches up with

him things will get a lot more dangerous in this clever thriller from the multimillion selling legend who

brought us the young lions and countless other bestsellers known for both his literary talent with two o

henry awards to his name and for his ability to tell a propulsive full steam ahead story shaw is perfect for

those who enjoy the thrillers of marcus sakey or lawrence sanders this ebook features an illustrated

biography of irwin shaw including rare images and never before seen documents from the author s estate

Nightwork

1976

stars in my eyes is a revealing and entertaining collection of celebrity portraits rendered both in acute

drawings and in finely observed prose in the 1970s and 1980s internationally known artist don bachardy

made portraits from life depicting the actors writers artists composers directors and hollywood elite that he

and his partner christopher isherwood knew he then made detailed notes about these portrait sittings in

the journal he has kept for more than forty years the result is a unique document we enter the mind of the

artist as he records the images and behavior of his celebrity subjects from ruby keeler and barbara

stanwyck to jack nicholson and linda ronstadt during their often intense collaboration with him finalist

lambda book award



Nightwork.(1. Publ. in Great Britain.)

1975

enthrall your readers suspense is one of the most powerful tools a writer has for captivating readers but it

isn t just for thrillers from mainstream fiction to memoir suspense creates the emotional tension that keeps

readers on the edge of their seats mastering suspense structure plot is your hands on guide to weaving

suspense into your narrative award winning author jane k cleland teaches you how to navigate genre

conventions write for your audience and build gripping tension to craft an irresistible page turner inside

cleland will show you how to implement thirteen no fail techniques to construct an effective plot and

structure for your story use cleland s plotting road map to add elements of suspense like twists reversals

and moments of danger write subplots with purpose improve your descriptions character development

sentence structure and more packed with case studies exercises and dozens of examples from best

selling authors mastering suspense structure plot is the key to writing suspenseful engaging stories that

leave your readers wanting more indispensable for newbie authors and veterans alike this terrific how to is

your new go to don t write your book without it it s a treasure hank phillippi ryan agatha anthony macavity

and mary higgins clark award winning author

Stars in My Eyes

2011-02-06

the young lions is a vivid and classic novel that portrays the experiences of ordinary soldiers fighting world

war ii told from the points of view of a perceptive young nazi a jaded american film producer and a shy

jewish boy just married to the love of his life shaw conveys as no other novelist has since the scope

confusion and complexity of war

Nightwork

1978

in the secret worlds of organized crime and the independent professional wrestling circuit of the 1990s no



one is immune to the con the violence the hunger for power and respect the lust and the darkness how

far would you go for money and supremacy who would you betray what could you tolerate how much

would you sacrifice frank ponte is about to find out night work originally published in 2003 is greg f gifune

s first published novel hailed as a strong debut from a promising author by both critics and readers alike it

offers a fictional glimpse behind the veil of secrecy that existed in the independent professional wrestling

world at the time and chronicles the descent of a young couple into the depths of darkness and depravity

part crime novel part greek tragedy night work has been out of print for several years but is once again

available in an all new author s preferred edition which includes a new introduction from author artist

sandy deluca and offers a unique look at the early work of greg f gifune

Mastering Suspense, Structure, and Plot

2016-03-31

for most people algebra is what makes statistics the devil s work putting fear and loathing into what

otherwise would be an exciting profitable way to use data to make wise decisions but all you need is the

statistical exorcist plus just enough arithmetic to add subtract multiply and divide this book provides you

with a clear easily understandable and down to earth approaches to making decisions sampling learning

with data and estimating probabilities presented through the perspective of 26 vignettes written in

everyday language

The Young Lions

2000-12

george bernard shaw 1856 1950 was an irish playwright essayist novelist and short story writer and wrote

more than 60 plays he is the only person to have been awarded both a nobel prize in literature 1925 and

an academy award 1938 for his contributions to literature and for his work on the film pygmalion an

adaptation of his own play this edition includes quintessence of ibsenism 1891 the impossibilities of

anarchism 1895 the perfect wagnerite commentary on the niblung s ring 1898 the revolutionist s

handbook and pocket companion 1903 maxims for revolutionists 1903 first aid to critics preface to major



barbara 1905 on doctors preface to the doctor s dilemma 1906 the new theology 1907 on marriage

preface to getting married how to write a popular play an essay 1909 a treatise on parents and children

an essay 1910 on the prospects of christianity preface to androcles and the lion 1912 what do men of

letters say the new york times articles on war 1915 common sense about the war bennett states the

german case open letter to president wilson memories of oscar wilde 1916 on darwinism and evolution

preface to back to methuselah 1921 a letter and a speech by bernard shaw letter to beatrice webb 1898

on socialism a speech 1885 george bernard shaw a biography by g k chesterton the quintessence of

shaw by james huneker old and new masters bernard shaw by robert lynd george bernard shaw a poem

by oliver herford

Night Work

2018-10-08

good press presents to you this meticulously edited george bernard shaw collection introduction mr

bernard shaw by g k chesterton novels cashel byron s profession an unsocial socialist love among the

artists the irrational knot plays plays unpleasant widowers houses 1892 the philanderer 1898 mrs warren s

profession 1898 plays pleasant arms and the man an anti romantic comedy in three acts 1894 candida

1898 you never can tell 1897 three plays for puritans the devil s disciple caesar and cleopatra captain

brassbound s conversion other plays the man of destiny the gadfly or the son of the cardinal the

admirable bashville or constancy unrewarded man and superman a comedy and a philosophy john bull s

other island how he lied to her husband major barbara passion poison and petrifaction the doctor s

dilemma a tragedy the interlude at the playhouse getting married the shewing up of blanco posnet press

cuttings misalliance the dark lady of the sonnets fanny s first play androcles and the lion overruled a

demonstration pygmalion great catherine whom glory still adores the music cure beauty s duty unfinished

o flaherty v c the inca of perusalem an almost historical comedietta augustus does his bit skit for the

tiptaft revue annajanska the bolshevik empress heartbreak house back to methuselah a metabiological

pentateuch in the beginning the gospel of the brothers barnabas the thing happens tragedy of an elderly

gentleman as far as thought can reach the war indemnities unfinished saint joan the glimpse of reality a

tragedietta fascinating foundling disgrace to the author the apple cart a political extravaganza too true to



be good village wooing a comedietta for two voices on the rocks a political comedy the simpleton of the

unexpected isles the six of calais arthur and the acetone the millionairess cymbeline refinished a variation

on shakespeare s ending geneva in good king charles golden days playlet on the british party system

buoyant billions a comedy of no manners shakes versus shav farfetched fables why she would not

miscellaneous works what do men of letters say the new york times articles on war 1915 common sense

about the war by g b shaw shaw s nonsense about belgium by arnold bennett bennett states the german

case by g b shaw flaws in shaw s logic by cunninghame graham editorial comment on shaw by the new

york world comment by readers of shaw to the editor of the new york times open letter to president wilson

by g b shaw a german letter to g bernard shaw by herbert eulenberg mr g bernard shaw on socialism

speech the miraculous revenge quintessence of ibsenism the basis of socialism economic the transition to

social democracy the impossibilities of anarchism the perfect wagnerite commentary on the niblung s ring

letter to beatrice webb the revolutionist s handbook and pocket companion maxims for revolutionists the

new theology how to write a popular play an essay a treatise on parents and children an essay memories

of oscar wilde the intelligent women s guide to socialism and capitalism excerpts women in the labour

market socialism and marriage socialism and children letter to frank harris how these doctors love one

another the black girl in search of god the political madhouse in america and nearer home on capital

punishment essays on bernard shaw george bernard shaw by g k chesterton the quintessence of shaw by

james huneker old and new masters bernard shaw by robert lynd george bernard shaw a poem by oliver

herford

The Statistical Exorcist

1984-11-30

this carefully crafted ebook george bernard shaw collected articles lectures essays and letters is formatted

for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents george bernard shaw 1856 1950 was an

irish playwright essayist novelist and short story writer and wrote more than 60 plays he is the only person

to have been awarded both a nobel prize in literature 1925 and an academy award 1938 for his

contributions to literature and for his work on the film pygmalion an adaptation of his own play content

quintessence of ibsenism 1891 the impossibilities of anarchism 1895 the perfect wagnerite commentary on



the niblung s ring 1898 the revolutionist s handbook and pocket companion 1903 maxims for revolutionists

1903 first aid to critics preface to major barbara 1905 on doctors preface to the doctor s dilemma 1906

the new theology 1907 on marriage preface to getting married how to write a popular play an essay 1909

a treatise on parents and children an essay 1910 on the prospects of christianity preface to androcles and

the lion 1912 what do men of letters say the new york times articles on war 1915 common sense about

the war bennett states the german case open letter to president wilson memories of oscar wilde 1916 on

darwinism and evolution preface to back to methuselah 1921 a letter and a speech by bernard shaw letter

to beatrice webb 1898 on socialism a speech 1885 george bernard shaw a biography by g k chesterton

the quintessence of shaw by james huneker old and new masters bernard shaw by robert lynd george

bernard shaw a poem by oliver herford

George Bernard Shaw: Lectures & Essays

2022-05-17

this carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and

adjusted for readability on all devices george bernard shaw 1856 1950 was an irish playwright essayist

novelist and short story writer and wrote more than 60 plays he is the only person to have been awarded

both a nobel prize in literature 1925 and an academy award 1938 for his contributions to literature and for

his work on the film pygmalion an adaptation of his own play content quintessence of ibsenism 1891 the

impossibilities of anarchism 1895 the perfect wagnerite commentary on the niblung s ring 1898 the

revolutionist s handbook and pocket companion 1903 maxims for revolutionists 1903 first aid to critics

preface to major barbara 1905 on doctors preface to the doctor s dilemma 1906 the new theology 1907

on marriage preface to getting married how to write a popular play an essay 1909 a treatise on parents

and children an essay 1910 on the prospects of christianity preface to androcles and the lion 1912 what

do men of letters say the new york times articles on war 1915 common sense about the war bennett

states the german case open letter to president wilson memories of oscar wilde 1916 on darwinism and

evolution preface to back to methuselah 1921 a letter and a speech by bernard shaw letter to beatrice

webb 1898 on socialism a speech 1885 george bernard shaw a biography by g k chesterton the

quintessence of shaw by james huneker old and new masters bernard shaw by robert lynd george



bernard shaw a poem by oliver herford

The Complete Works of George Bernard Shaw

2023-12-16

this carefully crafted ebook the collected works of george bernard shaw plays novels articles letters and

essays is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents george bernard shaw

1856 1950 was an irish playwright essayist novelist and short story writer and wrote more than 60 plays

he is the only person to have been awarded both a nobel prize in literature 1925 and an academy award

1938 for his contributions to literature and for his work on the film pygmalion an adaptation of his own play

content novels cashel byron s profession an unsocial socialist love among the artists the irrational knot

plays widowers houses the philanderer mrs warren s profession the man of destiny arms and the man

candida you never can tell the devil s disciple captain brassbound s conversion caesar and cleopatra the

gadfly or the son of the cardinal the admirable bashville man and superman john bull s other island how

he lied to her husband major barbara passion poison and petrifaction the doctor s dilemma the interlude

at the playhouse getting married the shewing up of blanco posnet press cuttings misalliance the dark lady

of the sonnets fanny s first play androcles and the lion overruled pygmalion great catherine the music cure

o flaherty v c glastonbury skit the inca of perusalem augustus does his bit skit for the tiptaft revue

annajanska the bolshevik empress heartbreak house back to methuselah war indemnities what do men of

letters say socialism the miraculous revenge quintessence of ibsenism basis of socialism the transition to

social democracy the impossibilities of anarchism the perfect wagnerite letter to beatrice webb the new

theology memories of oscar wilde the revolutionist s handbook and pocket companion maxims for

revolutionists the new theology how to write a popular play memories of oscar wilde george bernard shaw

the quintessence of shaw old and new masters

George Bernard Shaw: Collected Articles, Lectures, Essays and Letters

2023-12-03

Предполагает развитие навыков работы с оригинальным



художественным текстом на английском языке Содержит систему

контролирующих упражнений направленных на проверку понимания

прочитанного расширение словарного запаса развитие критического

мышления и устной речи на английском языке Может быть использовано

как для аудиторной так и для самостоятельной работы Предназначено

для продолжающих изучать английский язык в том числе студентов

неязыковых и языковых специальностей

The Collected Articles, Lectures, Essays & Letters of George Bernard

Shaw

2023-12-17

pp 44 68 protests against fascism and anti semitism summarize and discuss shaw s short stories of the

1930s 40s on early american complacency about nazism jews need for revenge against their persecutors

cossacks in 1918 and nazis the world s rejection of jewish refugees and the growing threat of

antisemitism in america

The Collected Works of George Bernard Shaw: Plays, Novels, Articles,

Letters and Essays

2024-01-04

praise for somewhere i have never traveled th is fourth volume of robert ayres carters autobiography

takes the reader back to the 1970s from the outside carters life seems conventional he was an executive

in the world of publishing and advertising commuting between long island and manhattan setting this work

apart from the ordinariness of that sort of life is the clarity of his unfl inching revelation of his private aff

airs emotions and thoughts his struggles to become a writer of novels his self doubts and his emotional

and physical involvement with many women and the collapse of two marriages are all described vividly

with the skill of the accomplished novelist perhaps most poignant of all are his descriptions of his sense of



loss from his separation from his two sons james scanlon professor emeritus of history randolph macon

college

The New York Times Book Review

1977

in and out of english for better for worse is concerned with the impact of english as the lingua franca of

today s world in particular its relationship with the languages of europe within this framework a number of

themes are explored including linguistic imperialism change as the result of language contact the concept

of the english native speaker and the increasing need in an enlarged europe for translation into as well as

out of english

Homereading «Nightwork» by Irwin Shaw / Домашнее чтение

по роману И. Шоу «Ночной портье».

2021-09-21

three acclaimed novels plus collected short fiction by the new york times bestselling author of rich man

poor man the young lions irwin shaw s new york times bestselling debut is widely considered one of the

four great world war ii novels along with from here to eternity the naked and the dead and the caine

mutiny ambitious in its scope and robust in its prose this masterpiece is also deeply humanistic presenting

the reality of war as seen through the eyes of three ordinary soldiers a nazi sergeant a jewish american

infantryman and an idealistic urbanite from new york city theboston globe bread upon the waters no good

deed goes unpunished the strands are a happy family though not without their financial struggles when

their daughter helps a mugging victim by bringing him home he turns out to be a wall street lawyer whose

gratitude is as boundless as his bank account but with each successive reward the strand family moves

farther away from the wealth of happiness they already possessed short stories five decades shaw s

prolific output of short stories appeared regularly in the pages of the new yorker and esquire for over half

a century these sixty three stories include such iconic works as the eighty yard run and the girls in their

summer dresses the troubled air five employees of clement archer s popular radio show are accused



communists he will have to fire them to keep his show on the air but it s not a simple choice whatever

archer decides he won t be able to keep his hands clean in shaw s provocative classic about courage and

morality at the height of mccarthyism

Irwin Shaw

1991

bestselling author irwin shaw s lighthearted travelogue follows his family s vacation sailing from st tropez

to venice in the 1960s as a boy irwin shaw stared out across brooklyn s sheepshead bay and dreamed of

owning a boat and sailing the oceans wide decades later he determined that chartering a yacht was better

than having no boat at all with his wife and son shaw then set out to mosey about the mediterranean

guided by a scottish captain his wife and daughter and a greek cabin boy from st tropez to naples and

across the adriatic to dubrovnik and up to venice it was the trip of a lifetime its only fault being that

eventually it would have to end written in 1964 this travel memoir is a portrait of a bygone age when the

sun soaked mediterranean was still emerging from the shadow of world war ii and vacation truly meant

detaching oneself from the world featuring cameos by legendary authors such as françoise sagan and

james jones this endearing memoir is the next best thing to a mediterranean cruise

I’Ll Go No More A-Roving

2011-09-28

two books in one irwin shaw s bestselling rich man poor man and beggarman thief chronicle one family s

struggle with the forces of change after wwii in rich man poor man siblings rudy tom and gretchen

jordache grow up in a small town on the hudson river they re in their teens in the 1940s too young to go

to war but marked by it nevertheless their father is the local baker and nothing suggests they will live

storied lives yet in this sprawling saga each member of the family pushes against the grain of history and

confronts the perils and pleasures of a world devastated by conflict and transformed by american

commerce and culture in beggarman thief the jordache family reunites after a terrible act of violence

wesley never really knew his father tom the black sheep of the jordache family driven by his sorrow and a



need for justice wesley uncovers surprising truths about his estranged family s complicated past an

important voice in twentieth century american literature irwin shaw has been called one of the great

storytellers by bestselling author william goldman for his ability to take readers on a gripping ride from

world war ii to vietnam and beyond

In and Out of English

2005-01-01

a family confronts its dark past in this saga of murder revenge and redemption by the new york times

bestselling author of rich man poor man in irwin shaw s celebrated novel rich man poor man the jordache

clan was divided and scattered by the forces of american culture and capitalism after world war ii in this

potent sequel the family reunites after a terrible act of violence wesley never really knew his father tom

the black sheep of the jordache family driven by his sorrow and a need for justice wesley uncovers

surprising truths about his estranged family s complicated past focused forceful and deeply moving

beggarman thief is a stunning novel by a true american literary master this ebook features an illustrated

biography of irwin shaw including rare images and never before seen documents from the author s estate

Collected Fiction

2017-10-03

divirwin shaw s gripping final novel about a mysterious phone call that threatens to derail a man s life

divdiv roger damon is a literary agent at the top of his field but with one anonymous phone call his life

begins to unravel the caller demands a meeting and threatens roger with outing past transgressions to

identify the mysterious harasser roger reexamines his life and searches for clues in past successes and

failures but each new lead brings greater danger for him and his family and friends soon damon realizes

that if he doesn t find his tormentor his tormentor will most certainly find him divdiv divdivthis ebook

features an illustrated biography of irwin shaw including rare images and never before seen documents

from the author s estate div



In the Company of Dolphins

2016-08-16

sixteen warm and witty tales of village life from a much loved author comprises of the new rector talk of

the village village matters the village show village secrets scandal in the village village gossip trouble in

the village a village dilemma intrigue in the village whispers in the village a village feud the village green

affair village newcomers a village deception a village in jeopardy

Rich Man, Poor Man and Beggarman, Thief

2013-12-10

a m gibbs provides an authoritative and comprehensive account of the life career and associations of

george bernard shaw 1856 1950 one of the most eminent and influential literary figures of the modern age

drawing on a wide range of published and unpublished material this work illuminates the complex fabric of

shaw s extraordinary career as playwright novelist critic orator political activist social commentator avant

garde thinker and controversialist images of shaw s daily private life and of his tangled love affairs

flirtations and friendships are intertwined with the records of his prodigiously productive career as public

figure and creative writer in a fully documented study which is both a scholarly resource and a lively

biographical portrait an introductory chapter explores theoretical issues in biography raised by the

chronology form and a chapter on shaw s ancestry and family supplies new evidence about his irish

background a who s who section contains thumbnail sketches of over two hundred contemporaries of

shaw who had significant associations with him

Beggarman, Thief

2013-02-26

diva struggling actor s last chance becomes an unforgettable roman holiday divdiv world war ii derailed

john andrus s acting career marred by a facial scar and burdened by a new family andrus works for nato

in paris a producer from his past shows up with an attractive acting job involving two weeks in rome and a



hefty salary how can he pass it up divdiv divdivin rome andrus quickly realizes that the job is not at all

what he expected bounced between movie sets directors producers and women he grows more uncertain

of his future with each passing day divdiv divdivthis ebook features an illustrated biography of irwin shaw

including rare images and never before seen documents from the author s estate div

New York Times Saturday Review of Books and Art

1975

a new york times bestseller from an author with a natural gift for storytelling a mother and son are

reunited years after a shattering betrayal the new york times she passes through the paris restaurant

alone unbent and unbroken lucy crown has lived with heartbreak for long enough that it no longer shows

on her face and she s not afraid to dine in solitude but then she sees him across the bar full of liquor and

life looking far happier than he did the last time she saw him two decades before tony her son the one

man she loved more than any other the one she nearly destroyed twenty years earlier in 1937 lucy was

an unhappily married suburban housewife and tony was so frail his parents were forced to hire a

companion for him when the companion caught lucy s eye he awoke in her a feeling of passion she

thought had died long ago leading to an act of indiscretion during a vacation in vermont that would upend

their family and take half a lifetime to repair from the author of such classics as rich man poor man and

the young lions an o henry award winner who always writes immensely readable books lucy crown is an

unflinching look at the emotional reality of infidelity heartbreak and divorce that remains a testament to the

power of forgiveness the new york times this ebook features an illustrated biography of irwin shaw

including rare images and never before seen documents from the author s estate

Acceptable Losses

2013-04-16

new york times bestseller a provocative novel about one man s struggle with courage and his conscience

at the height of mccarthyism clement archer head of a popular radio show faces a profound dilemma five

of his employees stand accused of being communists and a magazine threatens disclosure unless archer



fires each and every one despite his efforts to meet his own moral standards and avoid self incrimination

archer finds himself hounded from both ends of the political spectrum for his seemingly righteous actions

the troubled air irwin shaw s second novel was published immediately before the author moved to europe

where he lived for the next twenty five years the story remains a powerful portrayal of a good decent man

ensnared by the hysteria and cruelty of a dark period in american history this ebook features an illustrated

biography of irwin shaw including rare images and never before seen documents from the author s estate

Rebecca Shaw - The Turnham Malpas Collection

2013-10-10

1 new york times bestselling author on a lazy afternoon in 1964 a jewish wwii veteran watches his son s

baseball game and reflects on his past benjamin federov has lived a thoroughly american life the son of

immigrants husband to a lovely wife and father to two healthy sons he is successful in business and

blessed with good health during a lazy 1964 summer afternoon at his son s baseball game ben

reminisces on the triumphs and failures of his past fifty years he recalls the comedy of his youth and the

horrors of world war ii his alienation as a second generation child in america and the tenderness of his

first love insightful and evocative voices of a summer day is an enchanting story about a man s life and

an unforgettable look at the power of memory this ebook features an illustrated biography of irwin shaw

including rare images and never before seen documents from the author s estate

Shaw's union officers' manual of duties [afterw.] Shaws' (The) Local

government manual and directory

1881

divone of irwin shaw s most unforgettable heroes battles to resurrect his declining career against a tough

cast of women whiskey and old memories divdiv jesse crain was made for cannes a middle aged

filmmaker who dazzled audiences during hollywood s golden age crain is talented worldly ambitious and

he knows how to play the game as the riviera sparkles in the spring of 1970 crain juggles industry players

while charming a persistent young journalist and fending off groupies beneath his polished exterior though



crain s life is coming apart at the seams his last two films flopped and for several years he s been adrift

now desperate to reignite his career a hit at any price feels like his only salvation divdiv divdivevening in

byzantium is a masterwork that brilliantly documents a man s precipitous slide along with that of his

industry from independence toward cynical mediocrity it is a timeless story of a determined character

grappling with the nature of success and power divthis ebook features an illustrated biography of irwin

shaw including rare images and never before seen documents from the author s estate div div

A Bernard Shaw Chronology

2001-02-14

ma shaw s wars and after the king s speech the blitz kidza colourful incident packed story of one of the

very limited generation of women whose lives were dragged into two world wars whose menfolk were

treated like cannon fodder fighting and sometimes dying in the merciless action of both 20th century

conflicts with germany and two young sons the author and his brother reared during the ferocity of the

birmingham blitz during the battle of britain ma shaw s wars is not a work of fiction with its roots in poverty

torn ireland all of the inspirational story of battling against sometimes unbelievable odds is as accurate as

the writer could make it as a social document describing life in days gone by and how different it all was

in contrast to the 21st century this segment of a normal family s history contains action betrayal courage

endurance and hope for the future dennis shaw has been a working journalist for more than 60 years

since beginning as a messenger boy in 1948 he is now a media consultant in professional golf during his

career he has written for midland provincial and national newspapers including the original sun and the

times for whom he was a byline writer for five years he was a recipient in the astroturf british sports

journalist awards in 1977 and later was the heart of england midland sports columnist of the year he has

ghost written two books when england called for graham taylor and deadly for former aston villa chairman
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